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Industries: steam-powered sawmill and textile mills. Why were some southern leaders worried about the South's reliance on cotton? Reliance on one crop was risky. How might the rise of cotton production and slavery affect Southern society? The rise of cotton production represented more than half of all US exports and slaves were forced to provide cheap or free labor. The need for slaves greatly increased and the number of slave states shot up. Plantations grew, and work became strenuous. What effect did the cotton gin have on the southern economy? It boosted the economy in the US and it fueled industrial production in Britain and Europe as well. Why were some southern leaders worried about the South's reliance on cotton? Relations of production (German: Produktionsverhältnisse) is a concept frequently used by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in their theory of historical materialism and in Das Kapital. It is first explicitly used in Marx's published book The Poverty of Philosophy, although Marx and Engels had already defined the term in The German Ideology. Some social relations are voluntary and freely chosen (a person chooses to associate with another person or a group). But other social relations are involuntary, i.e. The organization of experimental production has its own distinctive features. It is characterized by the absence of proven technology, by norms that are only tentative, by modification of products or parts of products, and by readjustments in production engineering. "We suggest to develop a suggestion to Turkish enterprises on organization of production on the basis of idle enterprises in Kyrgyzstan as those enterprises have ready infrastructure for the release of equipment and spare parts for the energy sector, namely, electronic counters, switches, cable products," he said. The fashion industry has a disastrous impact on the environment. In fact, it is the second largest polluter in the world, just after the oil industry. And the environmental damage is increasing as the industry grows. However, there are solutions and alternatives to mitigate these problems. The first step lies in building awareness and willingness to change. Source: Gigie Cruz-Sy / Greenpeace. Fashion & Water Pollution. In most of the countries in which garments are produced, untreated toxic wastewaters from textiles factories are dumped directly into the rivers. Wastewater contains toxic s